
IT organisations are being asked to deliver software better, faster and cheaper 
— all without sacrificing security and reliability. GitHub Enterprise provides 
a comprehensive DevOps platform helping millions of development teams 
worldwide deliver business value aligned with security and governance while 
fostering a culture of collaboration within your organisation.

Benefits
• Accelerated GitHub Enterprise adoption

designed to meet your organisation’s
security and governance needs

• Uplift team skills with target workshops
aimed to enable faster adoption of
modern DevOps processes through
GitHub Enterprise

• Deploy to the cloud with working
examples of CI/CD processes

• Untap GitHub Advanced Security
features to promote a shift-left security
culture within your organisation

Get started.
To learn about pricing and how to begin, 
contact marketing.apac@insight.com

Certification & Achievements  
• Verified GitHub Partner
• Microsoft Fast Track Partner
• GitHub Licencing Partner
• GitHub Services Partner

How Insight help 
Adopting a new DevOps platform impacts everyone from developers, cloud architects, 
testers, business analysts to product owners. Organisations need to ensure that teams 
are setup for success and provided the tools and knowledge to get started from day 
zero. As GitHub licencing and services partners, Insight is equipped to enable your 
team’s GitHub adoption and migration processes.

Enablement 
Insight’s GitHub in a Day workshop is designed to enable your team to 
get hands on with different services of Azure, GitHub, and Azure DevOps. 
With a focus on Code to Cloud, the workshop includes the integration 
with Azure Boards, working with GitHub Codespaces, the GitHub Flow, 
and the GitHub Container Registry. Students will learn to use docker and 
docker-compose and deploy their solution to an Azure Web App using 
GitHub Actions.

Adoption
Partnering with your business, Insight will help drive a collaborative, 
automated and secure DevOps adoption process. The GitHub adoption 
engagement will incorporate both Insight and GitHub best practices for 
GitHub Enterprise configuration and usage, with a key focus on your 
organisation-specific factors to provide a tailored GitHub Enterprise and 
GitHub Organisation solution.  The adoption offering will address key 
security, governance, cost control and operational requirements through 
a series of collaborative workshops, knowledge transfer, infrastructure as 
code and DevOps ready implementation framework. 

Migration
Insight provides end-to-end licensing and deployment guidance on the 
migration from your existing Azure DevOps platform (or any other platform) 
to GitHub Enterprise. Our GitHub specialists will provide best practice 
advice on licensing, automation, and security configuration to ensure 
that your organisation receives maximum value from your migration to 
GitHub Enterprise.  As a GitHub verified partner, and Worldwide Microsoft 
Partner of the Year in Azure Migration and Solution Assessments, Insight’s 
experience and expertise will help drive a cost-optimised, secure and cloud-
ready GitHub migration journey within your organisation.

Embrace a DevOps 
journey with GitHub
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